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From The President
Kim Shaklee, Brighton, CO
Spring is a very busy time for the Board and the Fellows,
as we tackle the annual portfolio reviews for Signature and
Fellow members, and continue working on the schedule for
the 2nd National Marine Art Conference. As of the March
deadline date for this column, much of the programming is
still underwayfor the conference, since it will be held more
than 5 weeks later this year in Mystic, CT. There are some new
items updated on the conference in this issue. We will have
another great lineup of presenters, filled with great learning experiences and fun!
Be on the lookout for our ASMA E-news in your inbox to keep you informed on our
progress.
Many thanks to our wonderful members who came through with donations
for the annual capital fundraising effort for the Society! The Anchor to Windward
campaign is very important to ASMA.
Over the course of approximately 8 years, the Board worked to set some
resources aside annually, in an effort to build an emergency fund for the Society.
With extremely limited funds, and no one really looking to take “the bull by the
horns” to implement a plan for raising donations, headway was very slow, and this
kept getting pushed to the back of the “to do” list.
During the last two years, we have made a concentrated effort to reach out to
our members and ask for financial support to accomplish building a sizable capital
account to assure that the Society will have a healthy future and have funds to
sustain itself in the event of a difficult financial climate.
In the fall of 2015, ASMA set a full scale effort into motion by starting an annual
capital fundraising campaign, which raised more than $10,000 in the first year.
In addition to the fundraiser, there were numerous people who donated funds
to ASMA throughout 2016 for specific programs, such as YMAS, also helped the
Society. Most of those contributing members were recognized in the last issue of the
News & Journal.
Some of the funds generated from the first National Marine Art Conference
were also set aside for the capital account, with additional items that helped add
to contribution total, such as selling ASMA hats, T-shirts and mugs at last year’s
conference.
We continue to stay on track with the budget, and conserve where we can through
the generosity of those willing to volunteer their time by performing specific duties
that have saved the Society considerable money. A combination of all of these efforts
has paid off. ASMA has made significant progress! A total of $17, 670 was raised
during the annual capital fundraiser that ended January 31, 2017. This could not
have achieved this without the help of our members and friends!
Special thanks go out to our top donors: Robert Kierlin and Mary Burrichter (our
Lifetime Achievement Award winners at the 1st National Marine Conference), a
generous Anonymous member, and William and Caroline Doying. Thank you for
your gracious support and belief in the Society! All donors for the capital campaign
from November 15, 2016 through January 31, 2017 are acknowledged in this issue of
the News and Journal.
With the Society’s upcoming 40th Anniversary nearing, the Board set an interim
goal to raise $100,000 for the capital account by our anniversary date in the spring
of 2018. We have hurdled the $80,000 mark, which puts our goal within striking
distance, as scheduled! It is our hope that members will continue to assist in bringing
our long term goal to fruition.
On a different topic, the Society continues to update member’s services. We have
Continued on Page 6
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A Word About
The American Society of
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recognize and promote marine art and maritime
history. We seek to encourage cooperation
among artists, historians, marine enthusiasts
and others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

So, Winter is now behind us and it
is that time of the year when it always
seems to be the most pleasant... Spring.
Perfect for plein air painting, if you're
into that! And of course another
exciting issue of the ASMA News & Journal.
By the time you receive this, the opening of the 17th National
at the Quinlan Arts Center in Gainesville, GA, has taken place.
Also, Phyllis and I should have been in attendance. At least
that was our plan. We attended the opening at the Quinlan in
2013 of our ASMA South Regional exhibition and it was quite
an event. A beautiful museum and wonderful folks running it.
I expect no less at the 17th National. I think it's superb, owing
to the fact that they had such a successful Regional, that they
requested to be on the calendar for the 17th National.
Charlie Robinson has given us two artists this time around,
Calvin Liang and Terry Lee Miller. Both superb artists and
Terry gives us something entirely different with his graphite
drawings on Bristol Board. This has taken me back to my days
in illustration when that was often the medium of choice.
You will see a lot of important updates for our 2nd
National Marine Art Conference, beginning on page 18. This,
in addition to continuing updates on the ASMA website, and
in the interim eBlast's you will be receiving, should provide
you with the maximum information you will need to know.
However, it is advisable to make reservations at the Inn at
Mystic early to assure a room and at a special ASMA rate. Once
the block of rooms is gone we can only say we will try to get
other accommodations, but cannot guarantee it or the price.
There will most likely still be a short time to submit your
entries to the Coos Bay 24th Annual Maritime Art Exhibition.
The deadline is April 29th and most of you should have
received your copy of the N&J by then. See page 20 for details.
And a special words of thanks to those who have generously
donated over the past year to our annual capital fundraising
campaign. We have received an incredible amount towards
our goal. Please see page 25 for a list of our contributors.
Members Christine Diehlmann and Lisa Egeli furnished us
with some photos taken at the openings of the 17th National at
the Academy Art Museum in Easton, MD and the Chesapeake
Bay Maritime Museum in St Michaels, MD. They coordinated
and split the exhibition as they are very close to each other. The
photos may be seen on page 26.
If you still haven't purchased your copies of either the 17th
National full color catalog, or Charlie Robinson's "The Naval
Continued on page 20
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Membership
Information
New Members
Michael Cox
Canada
Christine D'Addario
New York
Alison Dibble
Maine
Jose Dominguez
Indiana
Harry Hart
Virginia
David Henderson
New Jersey

Catherine Hillis
Virginia

Lynn Mehta
Virginia

Tamara Hutchinson
Delaware

Hyejin Park
South Korea

Joseph Jackson III
Texas

Amy Roy
Ohio

Richard Kohlbrecher
New York

Judith Saltzman
Florida

Ann Larson
New York

Sally Schrohenloher
Ohio

Roger Leonard
Florida

Deceased

Calvin Liang
California

David R. Williams

IN MEMORIAM

DAVID R. WILLIAMS
12/5/29 – 12/19/16

David R. William’s fascination with art began at
a very early age. He took his first art class at about 9
years old in NYC at the Grand Central Station’s top floor
art school, cutting his art teeth on charcoal drawings of
body parts. He claimed that, while tedious, it helped
train his eye. Later art classes included Lyme Academy
and Lyman Allyn Art Museum with a focus on painting
from live models in oil, and Plein Air painting.
David grew up around and near the water and
developed a love for sailing on his family’s Crocker
Yawl. Much of his adult life was spent on the water
with his family. His love for marine environments and
history led him to specialize in marine paintings done
with oils.
Mr. Williams joined ASMA as an Artist Member on
April 11, 1991. His artistic skills and accomplishments
quickly developed and he was elected as a Signature
Member in the Society until his passing.
David’s last months were filled by a desire to
document all of his marine art with the hopes of having
them amassed for display in a gallery. Sadly, he was not
able to complete this task. His loving daughter Holly
Greer has promised to take on this challenge.
Mr. Williams passed away peacefully on December 19,
2016 following a prolonged illness. He was surrounded
by family members.

News From The

Fo’c’sle

Signature Member Val Sandell's plein air painting titled
"Olive Street" was selected for inclusion in the juried exhibition
of the Outdoor Painters Society Southwest Salon in Dallas,
Texas.
Val also reports she had the pleasure of seeing the
groundbreaking exhibition "Monet: The Early Years"
at the Kimbell Art Museum in Ft. Worth, Texas. The
exhibition traveled to the Legion of Honor Museum in
San Francisco where it will run through May 29, 2017.
This is a "must see" opportunity for West coast members!
http://legionofhonor.famsf.org/

STILL
AVAILABLE
"THE NAVAL WAR
OF 1812-1815:
Foundation of America's
maritime Might"

Member Janet Hamilton's diptych oil painting, "Luminous
Depth" has been shown at the Washington State Convention

"Luminous Depth" • Diptych Oil • 30" x 80" on two canvases • Janet Hamilton

Center in the Women Painters of WA "Coast to Coast" Show,
which is in conjunction with members of the National
Organization of Women Artists in NY. Janet also won an
Honorable Mention for a painting at the Washington State Fair
this past Fall.
Signature Member Sheri Farabaugh was honored to learn
that she has been awarded a Signature membership with the
Oil Painters of America.
Signature
Member
Scott
Penegar's sculpture "Tail Walker"
was featured in Marlin magazine
(December/January issue) as
one of "the
best offshoreinspired
art
for 2017" along
with 10 other
artists.
"Tail Walker" - Sculpture
Scott Penegar

Two Editions, both with
the same soft color cover
• A black & white, 6" x 9" version,
133 pages that retails for $15.95
• Full color , 8" x 10" version, 142
pages with illustrations by ASMA
artists that retails for $29.95.
Order online through our website
or from Amazon.com

Continued on Page 21
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All Things

ASMA

ANCHOR
TO
WINDWARD
The Anchor to Windward Campaign
Raising our capital base to $250,000, with an interim goal

of $100,000 by our 40th anniversary in March 2018
I am pleased to report on the progress toward our near term
goal of a $100,000 capital account balance by the Society's 40th
anniversary in March 2018. In 2016 we were able to increase the
capital balance by $27,041 which included our annual capital
contribution $5,000, special donations from our Marine Art
Conference $3,500, our very successful Anchor to Windward
fund drive $18,000, and donated proceeds from the sale of our
War of 1812 books $541. We cannot express enough gratitude
to those who generously made this such a successful year. I am
overwhelmed by the number of members who participated in
making us a stronger organization.
We are hopeful that a successful 2017 conference coupled with
our annual capital contribution and a successful 2017/2018 fund
drive will bring us to our goal by March of 2018.
Our ultimate goal is to increase the capital account to $250,000
over the course of the next 10 years to build a solid financial base for
the future of our Society. We hope that you will consider helping
to insure the future of the American Society of Marine Artists
through planned giving and bequests. For more information on
planned giving, please contact Ann Mohnkern, ASAM Finance
Committee at ahmohnkern@gmail.com.
Sheri Farabaugh Treasurer

Assistance Needed

I am looking for someone to help me apply for
tax exempt certificates for a few, maybe seven
(7) states. No experience is required, I will help
you figure out how to do it. It's just a single
activity that would be a tremendous help to me.
Sheri Farabaugh, Treasurer
(303) 378-9080 or email: slfarabaugh@hotmail.com
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President's Report - continued from Page 2

signed up with a new company to assist us in the jury process for
the annual portfolio reviews, in hopes of making the submission
procedure easier for artists and jurors. We investigated several
online programs and are confident members will like Submittable.
com as our new system. Submittable collects the information and
payments from the artist when their artwork is submitted, keeping
ASMA’s involvement focused on the entries, thus reducing much
of the administrative paperwork on our end. Once the portfolio
reviews are completed, we will have a better feel for how the
system worked and hope to continue using this for software for
future Regional and National Exhibition submissions, in addition
to the annual portfolio reviews.
In closing, the Executive Board and Fellows have received
numerous letters from our members during the last year,
regarding our conference, receptions for the 17th National, the
overall performance of the Board and the camaraderie that has
been shared between members. Many thanks for taking the time
to express your personal experiences to us! The vast majority of
your notes have been overwhelmingly positive, however we also
recognize there is still room for improvement. Your comments
help us to learn, and hopefully, do a better job for all of our
members.
It can be challenging for new members to “fit in” and feel
welcome in any group. This is on the top of my list to try and
remedy. My personal experience has been to encourage people
to volunteer in some small capacity, which helps break the ice.
It is amazing what can come from a small act, and the personal
enrichment that is waiting for you. There is always a place for
you to share your expertise! We welcome hearing your thoughts.

Opening A pril 13
Quinlan Visual Arts Center
Gainesville, GA

Through June 3rd
17th
2016 - 2018

Openng:
Minnesota Marine Art Museum
Winona, MN
June 26 through September 23, 2017

Notes From
Brush Hill

by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

CALVIN LIANG
Member
Corona, CA
Web site:
www.calvinliangfineart.com
A Joyous Fellow
Calvin Liang has every reason to be
happy. He was born in 1960 in Canton,
China the sixth and last child in his family.
Two years before his birth, the Great Leap
Forward was launched, collectivizing
all agriculture and prohibiting private
ownership of farms – a massive and
violent experiment that failed and led to
the Great Famine in which tens of millions
starved to death. Then, when Calvin was
six years old, Chairman Mao launched
another disastrous social experiment,
the infamous Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution of 1966-1976 that sought to
strengthen Maoist ideology and purge
society of counter-revolutionaries and
traditionalists who favored capitalist
ideas. Basically, Mao turned Chinese
society on its head through a violent
class struggle driven by the Red Guards.
Professional urbanites were forced into
agricultural labor in the countryside.
Unfortunately, Calvin Liang’s family got
swept up in the process for his father
was Zhan Tang Liang, a senior executive
in the Canton Automotive Industry
Corporation, and his mother, Zhi Shi Gu,
was a professional pre-school teacher.
The family was shipped off to work farms
under very trying circumstances.
However, this bleak chapter in

"Tall Ship Festival In San Diego Harbor"  •   18" x 24"  •   Oil on Canvas

Chinese history came to an end in 1976
when Mao died. Calvin’s family returned
to Canton and resumed a more normal
life. And, as we shall see, young Calvin
went on to master many challenges and
achieve much success. Calvin is now
an American citizen living in southern
California with a wife and son. He is a
Master Member of both the Oil Painters
of America and American Impressionist
Society, and a Signature Member of both
the California Art Club and Laguna Plein
Air Painters Association. He continues
to strive for hew horizons and recently
joined the American Society of Marine
Artists in this quest.
So Calvin Liang has plenty of reasons
to be “happy.” Nonetheless, the word that
best describes and differentiates Calvin
is “joy.” Those who have studied under

him, have met him or interviewed him
recognize the joy he finds in what he
does, what he paints, what he sees. It is
a most contagious trait and is reflected in
his art.
His Early Years
“If the sight of the blue skies fills you
with joy, if a blade of grass springing up in
the fields has power to move you, if the
simple things of nature have a message
that you understand, rejoice, for your
soul is alive.”
Eleonora Duse (1858-1924), the
internationally renowned Italian actress,
viewed as one of the greatest actors ever
and the first woman to appear on the
cover of Time magazine.
At an early age, Calvin demonstrated

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill

"Evening Glow In Laguna Beach"  •  18" x 30" •  Oil on Linen

both a talent for and, importantly, a love
of art and was perfectly content to draw
for hours at a time. His subject matter
varied but his innate orientation to things
marine comes from being surrounded by
Canton’s rich and long maritime history.
“There was a lot of water about me and
a lot of activity on the water that I liked
to watch and draw. As I aged, I came to
realize that I was happy to be around water
and it all started when I was young.” To
put this into maritime perspective, today,
Canton – also known as Guangzhou
- is the capital and largest city of the
Province of Guangdong in southern
China, the major maritime terminus of
the famous Silk Road and major port and

transportation hub located on the Pearl
River north-northwest of two other major
port cities, Hong Kong and Macau. 1

Art Education and Work Experience on
Both Sides of the Pacific
“Happiness lies in the joy of
achievement and the thrill of creative effort.”
Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882-1945)

Recognizing their son’s budding
talent, Calvin’s parents signed him up
when he was ten years old for Sunday
drawing lessons with an artist friend. He
learned how to see and capture shapes,
how to capture values, and other basics
that “put me on the right track.” By the
time he was fourteen, he was working
in watercolors and oils. It was a solid
beginning but after he graduated from
high school, he got an education that
firmly grounded him in art.

After graduation, Liang spent two
years in a program to train set designers
for the prestigious Canton Opera Institute
and then entered the advanced set-design
program at the Shanghai Academy of Fine
Art. Calvin notes, “Although my studies
focused on art for the theater, the training
was the same as for traditional painting.
We did still life, life drawing from models,
landscapes - everything. Whether you’re

it was established in 1929.
 he series officially premiered on July 17, 1999 and received
T
worldwide critical acclaim, winning a variety of awards.
In light of Calvin Liang’s interest in maritime subjects, it is
worth noting that the series creator, Stephen Hillenburg, first
became fascinated with the ocean as a child when he also began
developing his artistic talents. At college, he majored in Marine
Biology and after graduation, joined the Ocean Institute,
an educational organization located at Dana Point on the
California coast. While there, he developed a comic story line

designed to teach kids about aquatic life. Eventually he went
back to study animation at the California Institute of the Arts
and that opened doors that led to the creation of Sponge Bob
and Square Pants under the aegis of the production company,
Nickelodeon Studios. This was the fast moving, high profile
world Calvin entered, working with a number of artists to
create this very successful animation series.
5
Perhaps it was only coincidental but Stephen Hillenburg served
as the Executive Producer and Head Writer for the series until
2004 – the same year Calvin left.

(Footnotes)
 uangzhou (Canton) is, at the moment, the third largest city
G
in mainland China, behind Beijing and Shanghai; the city's
administrative area has estimated population of over 13.5
million and is part of one of the most populous metropolitan
agglomerations on Earth, the Pearl River Delta Mega City with
a population over 40 million .
2
Norman Kolpas, “Calvin Liang: Celebrations in Oil,”
Southwest Art Magazine, August 15, 2014
3
Located in San Francisco proper, the school has always been
proud of its urban setting and international student body since
1
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4

painting a set design or a landscape or
seascape, the basic elements are the
same—shape, color, value, and edges.
The only big difference is the scale.”2
For the following six years, he designed
and created sets for operas and musical
dramas for the Canton Opera Institute.

Notes From Brush Hill

Calvin was well aware of American
artists he had studied in books but “I
wanted to see their work directly and
learn how to paint like John Singer Sargent
(1856-1925) and China was not all that
open at that time. So I applied for a visa
to the United States and admission to the
San Francisco Academy of Art College
(now the Academy of Art University)3 and,
when they came through, I emigrated to
the United States in 1987.” During his
two years of study at the Academy of
Art College, he helped his brother and
parents immigrate into the United States,
took an “American” name – Calvin – in
lieu of his given name Ge, got his green
card and found a wife – Cindy Hong Lu,
who had immigrated to San Francisco
the same year Calvin did. They married
in 1988 and in 1999 had a son, Lawson,
who now is graduating from high school
and looking at colleges.
Determined to succeed, Calvin
took English language classes faithfully,
became a member of the Artist Guild
of San Francisco while continuing to
produce art that he sold in street fairs. He
became an American Citizen in 1996,
took a job with Walt Disney Animation
Studios and moved from the Bay Area to
Burbank in southern California, where
he worked on scenic backgrounds for a
sequel to The Little Mermaid, which was
released on video in 2000. Following
that project, he went on to a job at
Nickelodeon Studios as a background
artist for the popular marine-oriented
TV series SpongeBob SquarePants.4 All
the while, he painted on weekends and
holidays what he loved – the California
coast, sailboats, seascapes as well as
some landscapes. Gallery representation
grew and his painting career blossomed
sufficiently that he resigned from
Nickelodeon Studios in 2004 to become
a full time fine artist.5
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"Sailing In Newport Beach" • 24"18"  •  Oil on Canvas

Free as the Wind: Life as an Artist
“The secret of joy in work is contained
in one word - excellence. To know how to
do something well is to enjoy it.”

WWI China that won the Pulitzer Prize in
1932. In 1938, she was the first American
woman to receive the Nobel Prize in
Literature.

Pearl Sydenstricker Buck (18921973), the American writer and novelist,
who was the daughter of missionaries in
China where she spent most of her life
before 1934. Also known by her Chinese
name, Sai Zhenzhu, she wrote The Good
Earth, a best selling novel set in pre-

The Shanghai Academy of Fine Art
instilled in Calvin the basic approach he
still uses today. First is the importance
of composition – of an idea. "You can't
start a painting without a clear design. A
concept, if you will. It is good practice
to have a design in mind before even

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill

had a full feature article in American Art
Collector Magazine. Also he received a
full feature article in Southwest Magazine
in 2005, the American Artist Magazine
in 2005, the American Artist Workshop
Magazine in 2007, and the American
Artist Magazine in 2010. Again, he had
a full feature article in Art of the West
Magazine in 2012 and 2014. In 2012,
2013, 2014, and 2015 he was selected
into the Masters of the American West
Fine Art Exhibition and Sale, which was at
the Autry National Center in Los Angeles.
Joy in looking and comprehending is
nature's most beautiful gift.
			

"Reflections, Venice"  •  18"x 24"  •  Oil on Canvas

touching a brush. Then come the four
basics: form, color, tone and edges. The
only things that can go wrong are those
four components and any error can be
traced to them.”
This is where his sense of joy comes
in as he draws on his years of painting
settings for the stage in order to develop a
convincing sense of place. To paraphrase
his directive: Don’t paint any form – paint
a beautiful form; don’t paint any color –
paint a beautiful color; don’t settle for any
tone – seek a beautiful tone; and watch
out how you handle edges – make them
beautiful edges. There is a joy in executing
each of these basics and if you celebrate
it, the painting will sing and invite the
viewer to step in to the world you have
created. As he said in the Kolpas interview
(Footnotes)
Contact Rich in www.carmelvisualarts.com or 831-620-2955
for more info.
7
Contact Heather Rapozo in classes@scartsupply.com or 949369-6603 for more info.
8
Contact Jeanie Smith in warehouse521@gmail.com for more
info.
9
Among the group were: Kevin MacPherson, Ken Cadwallader,
John Cosby, Eric Bowman, Keith Bond, Joseph Paquet, Mian
Situ, Mryan Mark Taylor, Jason Situ, and Josh Clare.
6
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in Southwest Art Magazine, “Whenever I
paint, I think about the happy feelings I
felt in the moment I first saw that scene.
And then I try to convey those feelings to
the viewer. I want you to feel like you can
take a deep breath, feel the atmosphere,
and enjoy the scene like you’re right
there.” It gives Calvin satisfaction to know
his work will continue to bring a sense of
joy of place to his collectors.
Calvin’s accomplishments include
winning several top awards in important
exhibitions: Artist Award in Masters of the
American West Fine Art Exhibition and
Sale 2015; Juror’s Best of Show in the 38th
Annual C.M. Russell Exhibition in 2006;
“Art-Talk Award of Excellence” in the
Oil Painters of America Juried Exhibition
2005; “People’s Choice Award” in the 6th
Annual Laguna Plein Air Painting Event in
Bowers Museum 2002; and the “Best of
the Show” in the American Impressionist
Society 4th Annual Juried Exhibition
2002. Art magazines also took notice. In
2004, Liang’s work graced the cover of
Art of the West’s special 16th Anniversary
Edition; and in 2006, 2007, and 2008 he

Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)

It is with this attitude of “happy
feelings” and sense of awe that Calvin
goes hunting for special scenes, special
light, a special sense of place all along
the California coast and inland. In our
interviews he recounted his love of water
as a boy in Canton and then as a young
man on his first flight to the United States.
“As we approached San Francisco, I
could see the beautiful coast and then as
we circled to land, the whole wonderful
San Francisco Bay appeared below. I can
still vividly remember the joy of it all and
my belief that my life in this new world of
California beauty would be successful.”
It is no longer limited to California
for he has traveled across the United
States and Europe giving workshops,
usually four days in duration (two en
plein air and two indoors) and limited
to fifteen participants but always with
his contagious attitude about what he
is doing and what he is seeing. He has
three workshops scheduled for this year:
In Carmel CA6 in May; in San Clemente
CA in June;7 and in Nashville, TN in
September.8
Some topics he addresses in these
workshops include:
➢ How to plan a composition
that will be most effective for the artist’s
intentions and preferences;
➢ How to better see and use warm

and cool color in landscape;
➢ How to command hardness and
softness of the edges to create space in a
painting;
➢ How to simplify the subject
matter through the use of basic design,
value, color and drawing skills;
➢ How to consider the reasons
for different paint surface textures, and
brushstroke direction over the forms; and
➢ How to get the best possible
results in a short time.

Notes From Brush Hill

Calvin uses a limited palette when
painting outdoors but draws on as many
as two-dozen pigments for studio work.
His limited palette consists of: Titanium
White, Cadmium Yellow or Cadmium
Yellow Pale Hue, Yellow Ochre,
Burnt Sienna or Burnt Umber, French
Ultramarine, Cerulean Blue or Cerulean
Blue Hue, Sap Green or Olive Green,
Alizarin Crimson and Ivory Black. As
to tools in the field, he favors: Brights #
6,10,12; Filberts #6; Flats #2 & 6; Artisan
Round #1,2,4; and, a Palette Knife.
Just last November, Calvin took on
a new challenge to travel painting when
he successfully led a group of established
American and Chinese artists to Kaiping,
China to participate in the Chinese and
American Outdoor Painting Exhibition.
An historic area about ninety miles from
Guangzhou (Canton) in the southwestern
part of the Pearl River Delta, Kaiping is
known for its 1,800 diaolou or multistorey fortified towers (once numbering
over 3,000) which became a UNESCO
World Heritage Site ten years ago.
Kaiping is also known as a region of major
emigration abroad, particularly to Canada
and the United States and, as some of
these emigrates return to visit, the region
developed a reputation as a cosmopolitan
melting pot of ideas and practices. The
Chinese and American Outdoor Painting
Exhibition is an example of this.9
California Light and Changing “Heroes”
As noted earlier, it was John Singer
Sargent who caught Calvin’s fancy as
a young man in China. However after
three decades in California and a very
successful life combing the beaches and
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"Shadow And Light, Laguna Beach"  •  18"x 30"  •  Oil on Canvas

coasts of California looking for subjects to
present in the rich and very distinguishing
coastal light of that state, Calvin’s
“heroes” are now two California painters
and another artist who celebrated similar
rich coastal light of the Mediterranean.
Guy Orlando Rose (1867-1925) was
a southern California Impressionist who
schooled in San Francisco with several
notable artists and then enrolled at the
Académie Julian in Paris, studying under
Benjamin-Constant, Jules Lefebvre and
others and participated in the Paris Salons.
He worked as an illustrator in New York
City during the 1890s for Harper's and
Scribners but returned to France and
for many years he and his wife lived in
Giverny, where Claude Monet became
a friend and mentor. Suffering from lead
poisoning, they returned to California in
1914 where he became an active member
of the Carmel-by-the-Sea Art Colony.
Joaquín Sorolla y Bastida (18631923) was a Spanish Impressionist

painter who “found his voice” by the end
of the Nineteenth Century after studying
in Madrid, Rome and Paris. He was
much sought after as a portrait artist and
traveled in the same circles as his friend,
John Singer Sargent. However, it was in
the Twentieth Century where Sorolla
found his true love – the marriage of light
and paint – for which he is best known.
We are fortunate in this country
to have Sorolla’s magnum opus at
the Hispanic Society of America in
Manhattan. Built by Archer Milton
Huntington (1870-1955) to house his
considerable collection of rare books and
documents pertaining to Hispanic culture
and history, it also provided exhibition
space. Huntington invited Sorollo join
the Society and that led to an exhibition
of 365 of his works there in 1909. In
1911, Huntington commissioned him
to do fourteen large murals titled The
Provinces of Spain. They are enormous
– twelve to fourteen feet tall and with a
combined width of over 200 feet – and
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TERRY LEE MILLER,
Signature Member
Takoma Park, MD
Web Site:
www.terrymillerstudio.com
From “Mush on Canvas”
to Internationally
Respected Master Wildlife Artist:
Miller’s Journey Through Fifty Shades of Gray

"Malibu Coast"  •  15"x 30"  •   Oil on Canvas

hang in their own Gallery at the Hispanic
Society, the Sorollo Room. They took
years to complete and, remarkably, all but
one were done on location en plein air as
Sorollo visited the different provinces of
Spain. Impressive collections of his work
are also found in the Sorollo Museum in
Madrid and the Museo de Bellas Artes de
Valencia.
The third “artist hero” Calvin cites
is Edgar Alwin Payne (1883-1947), who,
like Calvin Liang, ventured far afield from
his birthplace in the Ozark Mountains
of Missouri supporting himself painting
portraits, signs and houses. And he, like
Calvin, first visited California in his midtwenties, painting at Laguna Beach and
San Francisco, where, like Calvin, he met
the woman he married, a commercial
artist Elsie Palmer (1884–1971). He
earned his first major commission in
1917 when the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad asked him to paint
(Footnotes)
1
Founded in the late Nineteenth Century, the School was closed
in 1997.
2
Began in 1982, SEWE has grown from 100 exhibitors with 5,000
attendees to the largest such annual event in the nation with an
average of 40,000 visitors viewing the works of 500 exhibiting
artists. Another important conservation and wildlife art gathering
is the Waterfowl Festival which has been held in Easton on the
Eastern Shore of Maryland since its founding in 1970; Miller has
also exhibited there.
3
Since 1976, the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum has
organized Birds in Art annually, which exhibits approximately
one hundred jury-selected works of the very best contemporary
two and three-dimensional artistic interpretations of birds and
related subject matter. The Museum is named in honor of Leigh
Yawkey Woodson (1888-1963), a woman who, with her husband,
Aytchmonde P. Woodson (1881-1958), continued her family’s
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the Southwest to attract tourism. In this
capacity he and Elsie spent four months
painting and exploring Canyon de Chelly
in northeastern Arizona with its unusual
geologic sandstone spire that rises from
the canyon floor 750 feet. Like Calvin with
his workshops and travels, Edgar Payne
was forever on the move throughout the
United States and Europe but over time
became identified with the Southwest
and the High Sierras. He was active in
the California Art Club and served as its
President for a term and was active in
the Carmel-by-the-Sea artist colony. They
eventually settled in southern California.
How appropriate it is that Calvin
Liang was awarded the Edgar Payne
Award for Best Landscape in California
Art Club 104th Annual Gold Medal Juried
Exhibition in 2015!

legacy of generosity in the Wausau community. Their fortune was
made in heavily forested but thinly populated northern Wisconsin
where bird life abounds.
4
The Club owns over 1,500 works of art collected since its founding
in 1871 (one year after the Metropolitan Museum of Art) and has
a membership of nearly 850 artists and patrons. Its Artist Members
have included important American artists such as Thomas Moran
(1837-1926), William Merritt Chase (1849-1916), Louis
Comfort Tiffany, N.C. Wyeth (1882-1945), Childe Hassam
(1859-1935) and Ogden Pleissner (1905-1945). Today the Club
builds on this legacy by providing a center for the resurgence of
representational art in America in such exhibitions as American
Masters – which usually has ASMA representation since a number
of ASMA members are Artist Members of the Club.
5
David Shepherd, CBE, FRSA, FGRA, the English wildlife artist
born in 1931, established the David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation

“When I was in art school,” Terry
Miller modestly recalls, “I was a rather
rebellious student and was very much
into abstract expressionism in my painting
classes. But I never felt accomplishment
in either the oil or watercolor mediums,
usually winding up with what I called
‘mush’ on my canvas. As a result, I did
not pursue painting for myself after
graduation.”
When he graduated from the Newark
School of Fine and Industrial Arts in New
Jersey1 in 1966, he took a job with the
industrial design firm Charles Butler
Associates in New York City designing
aircraft interiors until he was wooed
away by a major architectural firm also
in the City where he worked until 1972
when the building boom slowed and
he was laid off. For reasons he could
not have foreseen, it turned out to be a
transformative life experience, for he
gathered up his savings and took his
first (of what would eventually be seven)
trips to view the wildlife in Eastern and
Southern Africa. “The experience of
being in a place so fantastically different
from my little hometown of Teaneck in
northern New Jersey was a turning point
in 1984 to raise money to support wildlife conservation efforts
in Africa and Asia. To date it has made £7 million in grants and
recognizes leading artists with moneyed prizes and an exhibition at
the Mall Galleries in London each year.
6
The Blauvelt-Demarest Foundation, a legacy of the late Hiram
Blauvelt, philanthropist, conservationist and collector, established
the Museum in 1957. Through the contribution of his private
wildlife art and big game collections, Blauvelt promoted the
cultural value of wildlife art and the need for the conservation of
its subjects. The Residency Program is part of this mission. The
Hiram Blauvelt Art Museum is one of the few museums dedicated
to wildlife art. Another is the National Museum of Wildlife Art
in Jackson, WY where Miller has also exhibited and where one is
greeted by a monumental bison sculpture done by ASMA Fellow
Kent Ullberg.

Notes From Brush Hill

received and accepted an invitation to
participate in the Southeastern Wildlife
Exposition (SEWE) in Charleston, SC, one
of the largest such wildlife art gatherings
in the country.2 Miller’s work was well
received and the following year, with an
even greater success, he submitted his
resignation to DeKalb County and set out
on his own career as a professional artist.

"They Also Serve, Who Stand and Wait"
11-1/4"x 7-1/4"  •   Graphite on Bristol Board

in my life but the most distinct event was
that upon my return, I picked up a pencil
and did several small drawings of the
animals that so inspired me.” And so it
began.
This
led
to
local
gallery
representation, solo shows, etc. It was a
start but a long way from a viable career
in art so he got a degree in education,
and took a job working in the Special
Education division of the DeKalb County
School System outside Atlanta, GA. It was
a demanding and time consuming job
that left him little opportunity to draw.
Nevertheless, he kept his oar in the water
and during his tenth year at the school

That was in 1990. Within 25 years,
Terry Lee Miller had earned a very
impressive list of kudos: The Leigh Yawkey
Woodson Art Museum in Wausau,
Wisconsin, internationally known for its
exhibitions of bird art,3 named him as
their 33rd Master Wildlife Artist joining
such renown painters and sculptors as
the Canadian Robert Bateman, OC,
OBC, RCA (b. 1930); ASMA Fellow Kent
Ullberg (b. 1945); Tony Angell (b. 1940);
New Zealander Raymond Harris-Ching
(b. 1939); and the legendary ornithologist
and artist Roger Tory Peterson (19081996).
Just last year he received the “Editor’s
Choice Award” from Fine Art Connoisseur
Magazine, the respected international
publication that has featured many
ASMA members over the last decade;
was selected for the American Masters
Exhibition at the historically important
Salmagundi Club in New York;4 and
participated in the Masterworks Museum
Tour hosted by the International Guild of
Realism. Two years ago he received the
internationally respected David Shepherd
Wildlife Artist of the Year Award for his
work in monochrome.5
In recent years he has received many

times the Marine Environmental Wildlife
Award at the International Marine Art
Competition and the Award of Excellence
from the Society of Animal Artists. For the
last six years he has not missed appearing
in the North Light annual series of
books, Strokes of Genius, and his work
is in the catalog, American Coastal Art,
of the impressive collection of marine
art assembled by Irene and Charles J.
Hamm (that includes several ASMA
Fellows) recently given to the New Britain
Museum of American Art in Connecticut.
In addition to being an ASMA Signature
Member, Miller is a Distinguished
Signature and Executive Board Member
of the Society of Animal Artists.

How Did He Do It?
Hard Work and Passion
How did Terry Miller go from
creating “mush on canvas” and abstract
expressionism to the highly disciplined art
form that made him famous – an approach
that employs gradations of gray that can
be traced back to the great masters of the
Proto and High Renaissance and even
the work of Dutch artists credited with
launching the world of marine art?
It appears to be simply a mixture
of his passion for the art form and his
persistent hard work. Miller dedicated
his first decade of his new career – the
decade of the ’Nineties – to just that as
he continued to build his name and
reputation. The decade culminated with
a two-year stint as Resident Artist at the
Hiram Blauvelt Art Museum in Oradell,
New Jersey.6 Terry recalls the climactic
exhibition at the end of his stay, Kalahari

"Three Redheads and a Blonde"  •  6"x 20"  •   Graphite on Bristol Board
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"Rhinestone Cowgirl"  •  7"x 21"  •   Graphite on Bristol Board

to Kilimanjaro: Four Artists Travel to
Africa. “It included the African work I
did during the Residency and also that
of two artists who had traveled with
me to Africa, Julia Rogers and ASMA
Signature Member Paula Waterman, and
sculpture by Bart Walter. The show, hung
in the Museum in the spring of 2001,
was one of the Museum’s most talked
about exhibitions to that point. By the
end of this decade-long experience, I
felt that I was creating more than animal
portraits for my work was beginning to
tell more of a story and embody more
emotional connection with my subjects.”
The Residency was followed by years of
continued travel, expanding his horizons
to include wildlife of Canada and the
Western United States, and further award
recognitions from wildlife organizations
and museums across the country and
overseas in addition to the more recent
ones we noted above.
(Footnotes)
 SMA members who read the ASMA Naval History of 1812A
15 might recall from the Glossary in that book that reduced
“windage” – the gap between the cannonball and the bore of the
cannon – was key to increasing both the power and range of a
cannon and a refractory material that could achieve this was very
important. For these reasons, the Crown controlled the graphite
from Cumbria and limited its use primarily to the Royal Navy.
8
A variation on these is the Conté, also known as Conté sticks
or Conté crayons, which are a drawing medium composed of
compressed powdered graphite or charcoal mixed with a wax or
clay base, square in cross-section.
9
“F” is used to indicate the lead of a pencil can be sharpened to
a fine point and if placed on the scale usually appears between
the 1H (or just H) and the HB at which point the scale begins
to climb the B scale. Commercial pencil manufacturers in the
United States often designate just a number. In these cases a #1
pencil would translate as a “B”, a #2 would be an HB, a #2 ½
would be a F, a #3 would be an H and a #4 would be a 2H.
7
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A Rich Heritage And Tradition To Draw
From And Build Upon
Another element in Terry’s success
is the technique he employs to master
“shades of gray.” This art form, known in
art history by its French name, “grisaille”
goes a long way back and a review of its
fundamentals helps one understand and
appreciate the magic Terry works with his
pencils. He notes revealingly that, “Since
I began as a painter and learned how to
develop a work through glazes, I sought
to use that method in the way I handle the
graphite medium.” Originating from the
French word gris, meaning gray, grisaille
refers to monochromic art created by
using shades of gray – that run the full
spectrum of light to dark, transparent to
opaque, flat to reflective. The medium
can be charcoal, pencil, oil or watercolor.
Grisaille may be a finished work involving
no other mediums (as is the case with Terry
and his use of graphite alone) or employed
as a preliminary understudy for an oil
or watercolor work or as a preparatory
study for an engraver to work from.
Examples include Giotto Di Bondone
(1267-1337), known mononymously as
Giotto, who was one of the important
artists who initiated the Renaissance and
used grisaille when painting his famous
Scrovegni Chapel Frescoes in Padua, Italy.
Two artists identified with launching the
Renaissance in Northern Europe, Robert
Campin (aka, the “Master of Flémalle”)
(1375-1444) and Jan van Eyck (13901441) also employed grisaille and further
advanced the use of oils. Another who

used these monochromatic techniques
was Hieronymus Bosch (1450-1516) as
seen in his Creation on the outside of his
altarpiece triptych, The Garden of Earthly
Delights.

"Gulls at Schoodic"
13-1/2"x 9-1/2"  •  Graphite on Bristol Board

The tradition of grisaille continued
into the High Renaissance as seen in the
works of Andrea del Sarto (1486-1530) in
his Chiostro dello Scalzo of the Scalzi in
Florence illustrating the Life of John the
Baptist and Michelangelo (1475-1564)
in portions of the Sistine Chapel Ceiling.
Examples of grisaille in later artists are
found in the works of Rembrandt (16061669) in the preliminary study for his

Notes From Brush Hill
Ecce Homo executed in 1635.
The grisaille, especially as broadened
to include ink and washes, was important
in the careers of the father/son team from
the Netherlands who are associated with
the genesis of marine art as known today,
Willem van de Velde the Elder (16111693) and the Younger (1633-1702). The
Elder was the official artist of the Dutch
Fleet and was remembered for his requests
to be rowed out to witness sea battles so
he could document them up close. Later
he and his son entered the service of
the King of England as marine painters.
Two examples of the Elder’s dexterity in
grisaille are his The Battle of Terheide
(1657) and The Battle of Schooneveld
(1674). The Younger became better
known for his highly detailed paintings of
Dutch coastal vessels.
Terry’s Distinguishing Medium: Graphite
The tools of the trade for a graphite
artist have evolved considerably since a
large lode of natural graphite was found
in Cumbria, England during the reign of
Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603) and used
for drawing but principally by the Royal
Navy as a refractory material to line
cannonball molds to cast more perfect
round shot.7 Nearly two hundred years
later during the French Revolutionary
Wars, England blockaded France and
embargoed exports of graphite to France.
To make the limited supply of graphite
available in France go further, a Frenchman,
Nicolas-Jacques Conté (1755-1805) – a
colorful inventor, adventurer, artist, and
balloonist – invented the pencil in 1795.
He accomplished this using a mixture
of powdered graphite and clay that he
baked and then encased between two
half cylinders of wood.8 (About the same
time, the German mineralogist/geologist
Abraham Gottlob Werner (1749-1817)
gave graphite its name, taking it from
graphein or “to write/draw” in Ancient
Greek.)
Today modern pencils continue to be
made with a mixture of powdered graphite
and clay – the higher the proportion of
clay to powdered graphite, the harder
the pencil and the less graphite is left
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on the paper surface. Two
rating systems combine to
identify a pencil’s drawing
attributes: the Graphite
Numerical Scale from 1 to
9 – the higher the number,
the lighter the mark left
on the paper - and the HB
Graphite Scale where H
represents the hardness of
the lead and B indicates the
“blackness” (or softness) of
the lead. Thus, a 9H would
leave the lightest mark on
the paper and a 1H (or just
H) would transition to the
B scale starting with 1B (or
just B) and get increasingly
black until 9B is reached.9
Terry gives an example
of how this works – how
he builds up glazes of
graphite. “The way I
build up darker areas of
a drawing is to slowly
build up that intensity by
"No Weather for Sailing"  •  14-1/2"x 10-1/2"  •   Graphite on Bristol Board
overlaying a softer grade of
graphite upon one that is
work, now, is done on Rising Bristol
harder, for example overlaying a B tone
which has a slight cream-toned cast and
upon an already established area of 2H.
I like that warmth coming through the
Sometimes, the reverse happens and I
graphite. My pencil ‘library’ consists of
may layer over an area that has been
a variety of grades of graphite, from a
based with an H with a 3H, as not only
variety of manufacturers. In that library,
will that new layer help to close up any
I keep pencils or leads in a range from
missed areas due to the nature of the
9H through 4B, with the core group of
slight texture of the Bristol board I draw
graphite grades that I use most often being
on, but it will also, surprisingly, deepen
from 4H through 2B. For pretty much
the area’s tone at the same time."
each of the core group graphite grades,
“Using both a blunt tipped pencil
I have both a wood encased pencil and
and a sharper pointed one allows me
a lead holder, like the kind I used to use
to lay down different qualities of line
when I worked in the architectural office.
which translate into different textural
The wood encased pencil usually is kept
appearances in the overall composition
with a rather blunted tip to it and the
of the drawing. Since the surface of the
drafting lead holder lead is the one that
Bristol board has a slight tooth to it, if I
I generally maintain a sharper point to.”
gently rub across the very upper surface
Subject Matter & Enjoyment of
of the “paper” with a blunt tip, I get a
Composition
pebbly result that helps in delineating
rock, tree or other such textures.”
Terry notes that given the wide range
of his travels and subject matter – from
Terry works on cold press or vellum
wildlife in Africa to birds under bridges in
surface Bristol board, usually three ply
America, “it all depends” where his ideas
but on occasion, four ply. “All of my
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"Waiting for the 5:38"  •  11-1/4"x 23-1/4"  •   Graphite on Bristol Board

for new work come from. “Sometimes, I
may have a very definite animal subject
in mind that I want to use as the main
element, either because I have had a
request from one of my galleries for that
subject or because, in looking through
reference material from my files, I have
come across a pose of that subject animal
that is very appealing and I want to build
a composition around it. Sometimes,
I will spend time, with no specific
predetermination in mind, looking
through my photographic reference files
and something will pop out at me and
say, ‘draw me.’ Or sometimes, I will visit
a museum or a special exhibition and
come across a painting that absolutely
knocks my socks off and I return to the
studio and try to figure out how I might
translate what captivated me so much
about that painting into one of my
drawings. That very incident occurred to
me quite a few years ago upon seeing a
marvelous early (1864-1865) painting by
Monet (1840-1926) – the Pave de Chailly
in the Fontainbleau Forest - at the Walters
Art Museum in Baltimore. I was so taken
with the composition that I returned to
the studio and devised a composition
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based on that idea but translated it into an
African scene, reminiscent of something
I had experienced in Kenya, with a line
of trees and a group of lions lazing in the
foreground. The work ultimately sold to a
good collector of my work and she was
thrilled to hear the story behind it.”
Once Terry has settled on a subject
or subjects that he finds interesting, or a
particular landscape view to use as a base
for developing a composition, he begins
some small, preliminary sketches just
using simple shapes to stand in for the
actual subjects. He will move the shapes
around, even overlap them until he finds
a nicely balanced arrangement. “Then it
is simply a matter of plugging in what all
those simple shapes need to become – a
horse, a tree, the side of a barn, a group of
elephants – whatever animal or landscape
ideas initiated that particular project.
Working out a compositional framework
is what really brings enjoyment to me and
the aspect of making it look ‘unproduced’
or random is the end goal. Then I’ll make
a final compilation of all the elements of
a particular composition in Photoshop,
print out a reference that I can refer to
as I work on the drawing, and begin the

final work. I work from color reference
as I do not wish to be influenced as to
translating what I see into tones of gray in
my drawing.”
Miller enjoys visiting museums to
view black and white photography. His
father painted when he could but gave
it up for photography when he retired.
“Dad had a good eye for light and
shadow, contrast and textural differences.
I truly believe any talents I may have as
an artist come pretty much directly from
my father.” These are certainly skills
fundamental to Terry’s art form. We have
already seen some of his technique in
developing darker areas by building up
layer upon layer until he reaches the
desired intensity. He moves constantly
from one area of the design to another
in this process. “If there are lots of dark
areas and a lot of distance to be created in
the overall composition from foreground
to background and distant views,
by working little areas all across the
entire composition, I can control those
dark areas and maintain a reasonable
approximation of distance, atmosphere
and dimensionality.”

Notes From Brush Hill

"Grandmother's Chair"  •  8-1/4"x 15"  •   Graphite on Bristol Board

Evolution and Thoughts on Legacy
Terry Miller seeks to expand his
horizons and challenge himself with
new subject matter. (This is an important
reason he joined ASMA). Needless to
say, over the decades since that first trip
to Africa and the focus on wildlife there,
he has added a lot to his repertoire and
accomplished this by a rather prolific
output – reaching more than one work
per week a couple of years ago. “I am
purposefully evolving to fewer but
larger pieces – last year I did fifteen less
works than the year before. The number
produced is the least of the change for he
seeks to spend more time with each piece
to have it tell a story – “have it embody
more emotional connection with my
subjects.”

“Recently I did a work titled
Grandmother’s Chair which was an
emotional piece with a lot going on
when I did it; it seemed to work for it
won ‘Best in Show.’ Another example is
Waiting for the 5:38, which depicts an
old baggage wagon (used to assemble
baggage to load into the baggage car of
passenger trains when they pulled into
the station). I purposefully sought to build
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potential emotion into it. I bought an old
piece of luggage and a carpetbag from
the Salvation Army and put these into the
design along with mourning doves and
invited the viewer to tell the rest of the
tale – paint the rest of the larger picture.
‘Was the owner of the bags going on
vacation – or to a funeral?’ I would like to
do more of these.”
This interest in the mundane – the
grandmother’s chair, the old luggage,
the carpetbag – is the reason Miller’s
art “heroes” are not those one would
expect, given his attention to detail
and the disciplined line but an unusual
lot – the French Impressionists who led
the movement away from the academic
tradition that embodied just that. “From
an early age when visiting museums,
I seemed most attracted to paintings
by any of the Impressionists. As I’ve
matured, I’ve come to believe what has
been of most influence to me is the way
that group of artists produced the first
major body of work based to a great
degree on everyday life and the lives of
‘the common people’. This aspect others
often see in my work to the extent that it
is ‘quiet’ and often portrays the mundane
or qualities of life and its surroundings

that might be otherwise overlooked.
Several of my favorite Impressionists are:
Gustave Caillebotte (1848-1894) for his
wonderful compositional designs; Degas
(1834-1917) for his focus on the little
nuances of life; and Alfred Sisley (18391899) for his interesting interpretations of
the landscape.
Looking to the future, Terry believes
that “membership in ASMA will offer me
opportunities to continue to challenge
myself. I am sure that in the process of
seeking new inspiration for specific
works for ASMA exhibitions, it will also
expand my horizons for ideas that may be
applied to works for other opportunities
such as the work I might do for Birds in
Art, the Society of Animal Artists or other
events.”
Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut and
New Mexico artist Eric Sloane.
Some of Charlie’s work may
be seen on his website at:
www.brushhillstudios.com.
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2nd Annual National Marine Art Conference
October 19th through October 22nd • Mystic, CT

what the rates may cost.
In six months, we will be meeting in beautiful Mystic,
Connecticut for the 2nd National Marine Art Conference
The Inn at Mystic has a restaurant and bar onsite that
on October 19-22, 2017. Attendees will want to make their
will be open for Breakfast, Happy hour from 3 to 6 p.m.
reservations for arrival on Wednesday evening, October
daily, and dinner is served nightly.
18th. We will start the conference with an informal Happy
The Conference presentations are simply stellar again
hour from 3 to 6 p.m. - where members can pick up their
this year, making this another very impressive event for
packets and socialize before a fun Wednesday evening
the Society! J. Russell Jinishian will be the 2017 Lifetime
pasta dinner, held in the Haley Mansion reception area,
Achievement Award recipient. We are honored to have
which is part of the beautiful 14 acres of grounds of the Inn
Russell join us on both Friday and Saturday. He has
at Mystic. The dinner fee is $35.
graciously offered to do a presentation relating to the gallery
The Inn at Mystic hotel has regular rooms available to
business. More details will follow in the weeks ahead.
our group at $139 per night plus tax. They also have deluxe
The presentations on Thursday are going to be
accommodations for a rate of $159 per
extraordinary, and will take place on
night. These rooms offer upgraded
the hotel grounds at the reception
features - some with balconies, patios,
area of the Haley Mansion.
fireplaces, and some with water
CW Mundy will do a painting
views. There are a variety of bed
demonstration
on
Thursday
configurations – 2 doubles, 1 queen,
morning. He will share with the
2 queens and a few kings. Room rates
audience his prized techniques of
are good for any night from Monday,
painting a painting from an upside
October 16th through Monday
down image of a nautical scene with
evening, October 23rd. Individuals
double masted schooners. He states;
The Haley Mansion
“The reasoning behind painting
must cancel their reservations at least
upside down, is the brain is tricked
72 hours prior to arrival (3:00 pm day
into painting things, and does not
before arrival) to avoid a charge of one
acknowledge the realistic qualities of the nautical image;
night’s room rate plus tax. Individuals can cancel by calling
rather when seen upside down, it becomes an abstract
the Inn at Mystic directly at: (860) 536-9604. Please make
of form, shape, color, value and edges. It really helps the
your hotel reservations as soon as possible. Our block of
artist to keep out the superfluous, unimportant things that
rooms will fill up quickly! All rooms include a Continental
shouldn’t be there in the first place. For me, it is really an
Breakfast. For the weekend, continental breakfast may be
important way to paint.”
upgraded to items on the special weekend Brunch menu for
a fee of $6.00 per person. Once rooms are sold out, ASMA
Thursday afternoon, Don Demers will enlighten our
will try to secure accommodations at another nearby hotel,
members with a painting demonstration on “Conception
and development of a Marine Painting”, which will cover
but there is no guarantee that we will be successful and
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laying in a vessel at sea.
Signature Member Scott Penegar will follow with a
live stone carving demonstration showing 3 phases of
the carving process. We will finish the afternoon, with a
relaxing Mystic Sunset Lighthouse Cruise.
Captain Jonathan R Wilkes, the owner of Mystic
Harbor Cruises, LLC and the classic historic cruise yachts,

Mystic Harbor Cruises, PRUDENCE
Prudence and Patience has generously offered to

take up to 95 ASMA members for a sunset cruise down the
beautiful Mystic River passing the Morgan Point lighthouse
in Noank out into Fisher's Island Sound and to see the
Latimer Reef and North Dumpling lighthouses. Normally
such a cruise would cost over $45 per person, but thanks to
Captain Wilkes support of fine marine art, ASMA is able to
offer the trip at $15 per person. Light refreshments will be
served. Bring a camera and be prepared for a spectacular
sunset. The vessel will likely board around 4:30 p.m. at
her birth in Schooner Wharf in downtown Mystic for an
approximate 1.5 hour tour. There are plenty of excellent
restaurants within walking distance for dinner upon your
return. We expect to quickly sell out this wonderful ASMA
sunset tour, so you will want to reserve your place ASAP.
For more information on Mystic Harbor Cruises visit: www.
mystic-harbor-cruises.com. Many thanks to Joyce Harvey
and her husband Wayne Burdick for their contributions to
making this tour possible for our members!
On Friday, conference attendees will spend some quality
time at Mystic Seaport. We will hold a very special plein air
paint out event, featuring numerous Fellows painting live,
simultaneously - demonstrating how dramatically different
each painting will vary in style, even when painting the
same subject matter. Artists will be able to walk around and
experience each piece as it comes alive, or they are welcome
to paint along. Fellows planning to do the plein air event
are: Christopher Blossom, CW Mundy, Don Demers, Len

Mizerek, Len Tantillo, Lisa Egeli, Sergio Roffo, William
Duffy, and others. The location will be determined based
on the weather, but should be at the Seaport ground from
9 to 11 a.m. There will be a special lecture given on Friday
by one of the Museums’ Curators regarding the extensive
artifacts and collections housed at Mystic Seaport. The
Greenmanville Church will be available to our group for
presentations, in the event of rain. After lunch, J. Russell
Jinishian will give a lecture, giving insight into the Gallery
business. The location for his lecture will likely be back at
the large reception area at the Haley Mansion.
Mystic Seaport will host an artist reception for the ASMA
17th National Exhibition on Friday from 5 to 6:45 p.m. in
the Rudolph Schaffer Gallery on the seaport grounds.
Immediately following the reception, Friday evening’s
dinner will be served at the Haley Mansion facility. We
will show slides of ASMA member’s work following our
evening meal. Dinner cost will be $45.
A brief annual general meeting for the Society will be
held at the hotel Saturday morning at 9 a.m.
The group will take a short 6 mile drive from the hotel,
to Stonington, CT, at 11 a.m. and will meet at the La
Grua Center, which is located directly on the harbor. This
beautiful facility will accommodate 175 people. We will
hold three presentations there: Loretta Krupinski will give
a presentation on historical subjects for maritime paintings
at 11 a.m. We will break for lunch either off grounds, or
have special boxed lunches delivered for members. In the
early afternoon, Past President and Fellow Russ Kramer
will do a painting demonstration “Successful painting from
sound drawings”. His presentation will be followed by our
Keynote address, given by Alan Granby, Hyland-Granby
Antiques, whose lecture will be: “Seeing the Unseen:
Marine Masterpieces from Private Collections”.

Mystic Seaport
Hyland-Granby Antiques was founded in 1976 by
Janice Hyland and Alan Granby. The business specializes
in buying and selling museum quality 18th & 19th
Century marine antiques such as cannons, navigational
instruments, scrimshaw, marine art / paintings by artists
such as James Buttersworth and Antonio Jacobsen, and
Continued on Page 20
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CALL TO ARTISTS

Submission deadline April 29, 2017
24th Annual Maritime Art Exhibition
Saturday, July 8 - Saturday, September 23, 2017
Coos Art Museum continues its tradition of hosting
an annual Maritime Art Exhibition on the scenic
southern Oregon Coast. Coinciding with the opening
of this annual maritime art exhibit is the PleinAir/Paint out event for maritime painters. A day of
painting outdoors on the Coos Bay; the city docks,
shipyards, boat basins, sandy beaches, rocky coves,
rugged shorelines, dramatic cliffs, lush rain forests and
cultured gardens that are all within 10 miles of the
Coos Art Museum. The 24th Annual Maritime Art
Exhibition is officially recognized and co-sponsored by
the American Society of Marine Artists (ASMA).
Watch for a prospectus mailing the first week of
March or go to Coos Art Museum’s Website: www.
coosart.org in March.
Open to all artists producing original maritime
themed art works in painting and sculpture, including
members of the American Society of Marine Artists
and the International Society of Marine Painters.

2017 National
Marine Art Conference
October 19th - October 22nd
Mystic, Connecticut

More information on the
Conference may be obtained
by visiting our website.
www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com

ASMA News & Journal Deadlines
Winter - December 1st • Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st • Fall - September 1st
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National Marine Art Conference - continued from Page 19

important 19th century American ship portraitists. Hyland
Granby Antiques also specializes in maritime folk art which
includes figureheads, sternboards, carved eagles, etc. They
have co-authored several large-format books on the subject,
including "Flying the Colors: “THE UNSEEN TREASURES
OF 19TH CENTURY AMERICAN MARINE ART"; "Maritime
Maverick: THE COLLECTION OF WILLIAM I KOCH" and
"The Holy Grail of Yachting: ART & ARTIFACTS OF THE
AMERICA'S CUP."
The Keynote speech will end by 4:00 p.m. Artists will
return to the hotel for a couple of hours before our beautiful
dinner in the Davis Gallery at the Mystic Museum of Art.
Our Captain’s dinner will be located at 9 Waters Street.
Cocktails will be served from 6:30 to 7 p.m followed by a
lovely Buffet, with salad and dessert being served to guests
while seated at their tables. We will recognize J. Russell
Jinishian as our special Lifetime Achievement Award
recipient, noting the important role he played in so many
maritime artists’ careers over three decades.
On Sunday, there will be a one hour breakfast meeting
for Board Members. Conference attendees will travel by car
(or carpool) to the Old Lyme area on Sunday morning for
a lovely Brunch Reception for a special ASMA “for sale”
Invitational Show, which will be hosted by the Lyme Art
Association from 11:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. More details
will be sent to the members in a couple of months regarding
submitting for this 2 month ASMA invitational show, once
the Art Center has the details worked out. Immediately
following the special show reception, members will
continue on to the Florence Griswold Museum next door.
Some ASMA Fellows will give input on some of the
Connecticut Impressionists work in the Museum, making
this a great learning opportunities for all of our members.
Look for more information and registration on the ASMA
website!
Assorted Scuttlebutt - continued from Page 4

War of 1812-1815, Foundation of America's Might", both are
still available through our website.
And finally, I have listed the digital and text requirements
you need to know when submitting material for publication.
I realize there are those of you who are well versed in the
technical aspects of printing, and also there are those of you
who are not that familiar. A tremendous amount of time may
be saved on my part by receiving the correct material. Low
resolution photographs and complicated formatted text can
play havoc with the Adobe InDesign templates I use for the
ASMA News & Journal. So read them over (on the back page of
this issue) and if you do not understand something, just email
me, or have a knowledgeable friend generate the material you
need to send. It will make life easier for all of us. I will re-run
this in future issues. And above all, please honor the deadlines.
See you in the Summer issue.

American Society of Marine Artists

News From the Fo'c'sle - continued from Page 5

Signature
Member
Mary Erickson is offering
ASMA members only a
special opportunity to
"get away" and do some
painting at her home,
High Ridge Gardens, in
Marshville, North Carolina.
It is available to groups and
individuals and is a fully
Mary Erickson in her
functional ranch home
studio/gallery in beautiful Venice, Florida
with a 1350 square foot
studio on 39 beautiful acres. For information, ASMA members
should contact Mary at maryericksonart@aol.com.
Mike Karas in front of his billboard

Signature Member Robert Semler has been invited to
participate in the Mystic Maritime Gallery, "America and the
Sea: Modern Marine
Masters", Exhibition
that opens on April
29th, 2017. His painting
accepted is his oil on
linen of the maiden
voyage of the liner
SS UNITED STATES,
titled "Nation's Pride".
"Nation's Pride" • Oil on Linen
16" x 28" • Robert Semler

Five ASMA members, Priscilla Coote, David Boyd, Morgan
Samuel Price, Kirk Watson and Lynn Wilson, were invited
artists to the third annual Paradise Paintout, held Jan. 11-19 in

ASMA members enjoy the beautiful sunset during
the third annual Paradise painout in the Florida Kets

the Florida Keys to benefit the Florida Keys Children's Shelter
and Florida Bay Forever, including a day spent painting from
boats and a barge. Shown here is the group gathering at one of
the famous sunsets.
Fellow Michael Karas's painting, "Low Country
Enchantment" is now appearing on a billboard in Beaufort

space available basis for one year.

County, South Carolina!
Michael was one of 10
finalists chosen from
over 150 entries.
In the greater Beaufort
area of Southeast, South
Carolina, the ArtPop
program promotes local
artists' work through
available billboard space.
These images printed
on vinyl, may be in a
location for any length
of time and could rotate
across locations on a

Member Mark Beale's painting "The Half Shells" was
included in Fine Art Connoisseur magazine's February. 2016
feature Southern Charms on the history of art In Charleston,
South Carolina.
Signature member Del
Bourree-Bach had a one
person exhibition at the
Hughes Gallery, Boca Grande,
FL. This has become an annual
event for Del and this year the
opening was February 3rd
and 4th. 2017.
It has seemingly also
become an annual meet and

Charlie Robinson, gallery friend JoAnn
Barwick and Del Bourree-Bach at the opening

greet for Del, his wife
Kristen and Charlie and
Barbara Robinson who
vacation on the island at
that time. Last year my
wife Phyllis and I were
also able to attend but this
year we had a birthday
and HS reunion conflict at
L to R: Charlie Robinson, Kristen Bourree-Bach,
the same time.
Del Bourree-Bach and Barbara Robinson
However we did get to
meet with them the following week when Del and Hughes cohosted their annual Valentine's Day event.
ASMA Fellow Christopher Blossom had the honor to be
featured in the March/April issue of the prestgious Saturday
Evening Post
Congratulation to Chris for this brilliant accomplishment.
ASMA could not be happier for him on this well-deserved
Continued on Page 24
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Regional
Reflections

by Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

ASMA North
We are still looking for volunteers
from the ASMA North Region to be our
Regional Representatives. Please email
or call Anne Brodie Hill (770-7187586) if you are interested. This region
includes members in CT, IL, ME, MA, MI, MN, NH, OH, RI,
VT, WI, Canada, and international countries.
The most important information for everyone, not just
members in the ASMA North, but for all our members - please
plan to attend the Second Annual National Marine Art
Conference (NMAC) in Mystic, CT, October 18 to October
22, 2017. If you missed the 2016 NMAC, you missed the
most wonderful, life changing, learning experience. The 2017
NMAC is promising to be even better, so please put these dates
on your calendar and look for more information in the Summer
News & Journal and on the ASMA website. Hope to see you
all there!
Kathleen Dunphy sent information, in her wonderful
monthly newsletter, about the Plein Air Painters of America
Master Workshop Conference and Retreat. The dates are
September 25 - 29, 2017 at the Madeline Island School for the
Arts, LaPointe, Wisconsin. Please see http://p-a-p-a.com for
more information.
New Hampshire member Diana Hayes is an excellent
supporter and promoter of the ASMA Young Marine Artists
Search National Competition. She contacted Scott Chatsfield,
Executive Director of the Board of Scholastic Art Awards
Program (SAANH) of New Hampshire, and encouraged him to
include information about the ASMA YMAS Competition. This
year 1,006 entries from 7th through 12th grade New Hampshire
students were selected for Gold or Silver Key SAANH awards
and scholarships, funded
in part by a grant from the
New Hampshire Charitable
Foundation's Putnam Fund.
Seven Gold or Silver Key
award winners were selected
as nominees for the 2017
YMAS Competition. The
Plein Air Magazine has been
a great supporter of ASMA
and continues to write great
articles about our members.
The March 2017 issue has an
article about Mary Pettis from
Taylors Falls, MN. Mary is a
Jennifer Daly and Diana Hayes with the
great representative of ASMA
SAANH award winners
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as she travels to locations and participates in plein air events,
like the 2016 Maui Plein Air Invitational.
If you would like more information about other plein air
events, please see www.pleinairmagazine.com. Events and
locations are listed in the magazine and online.
Another plein air event in the North Region is the Castine
Plein Air Festival in Maine, July 20-22, 2017. Please see www.
castinearts.org for information.
ASMA South
Tom Nielsen was invited to visit three local high school
art classrooms in Carrollton, GA on February 8, 2017. He
invited the students to participate in the upcoming Carrollton
Arts Center YMAS competition, and talked about marine art
and the ASMA. The
Carrollton art teachers
are very interested in
YMAS, and several
of their students, in
the last two years,
have won National
YMAS Competition
awards. Tom showed
Tom Nielsen at the Carrollton Arts Center
the students the photo
taken of Maddie White and her teacher, Cynthia Landon,
taken at the opening of the 17th National ASMA Exhibition
last September at the Muscarelle Museum, where Maddie's
Seahorse was on display.
Anne Brodie Hill was invited to participate in the Quinlan
Visual Arts Center (QVAC) Art Portfolio Review and art
techniques demonstrations on January 21, 2017 for local high
school graduating seniors. About 25 students participated and
were told about watercolor techniques, the ASMA, and the
Young Marine Artist Search. The QVAC Youth Art Month is in
March and students bring their art (2-D and 3-D) for judging and
awards. Each year,
several
students
win YMAS local
awards and several
have won National
YMAS awards.
The 12th Annual
Forgotten
Coast
en Plein Air is
May 5-14, 2017, in
Anne Brodie Hill teaching at the Quinlan Visual Arts Center
Apalachicola,
FL
and several ASMA artists have been invited to participate,
including Morgan Samuel Price, Hiu Lai Chong and Debra
Huse. Over 200 activities are open to the public. Please see
the website www.pleinairfl.com. The Second Annual "Plein
Air South" takes place in Apalachicola May 15-18 with 4
days of presentations and demonstrations. Please see www.
Yallcomepaint.com to register.

Other plein air events in the south are the 4th Annual Plein
Air Festival at the Lighthouse Artcenter Gallery & School of Art
in Jupiter and Palm Beach, FL, which took place March 8-12.
Bill Farnsworth and Neal Hughes were among the invited
artists. Another event in Florida is the Winter Park Paint Out
April 23-29. See www.winterparkpaintout.org. The Eleventh
Annual Paint the Town takes place in Marble Falls, Texas,
March 28-April 1. Please see www.hlcarts.com, the website for
the Highland Lakes Creative Arts.
ASMA West
The Channel Island Maritime Museum, Oxnard, CA, is
the host for the 2017 ASMA West Regional Exhibition, which
takes place May 8 to June 25. The jurors are Paul Mullally, F/
ASMA, Lisa Egeli, F/ASMA, and Signature member Carolyn
Hesse-Low. Sixty-seven ASMA members submitted over 133
artworks to be juried. The opening reception will be Thursday,
May 11, from 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM at the Museum, located at
3900 Bluefin Circle, Oxnard, CA. There will be photos from
the reception and more information about artists who were
selected in the Summer News & Journal.
Thank you to all our members who submitted their best
work for this Exhibition.
Your support is greatly appreciated. And we hope that
many of you will be able to attend the opening reception. And
"thank you" also goes to ASMA members Ray Hunter and
Brent Jensen and Kate Crouse, CIMM Curator for helping to
facilitate this exhibition.
The 15th Annual Augusta (Missouri) Plein Air Art Festival
is April 20-30, 2017. Please see www.augustapleinair.com for
more details.
Several ASMA artists were invited to the Maui Plein Air
Festival taking place Feb. 18-26, 2017. ASMA members Hiu
Lai Chong, Mary Pettis and Debra Huse participated. Please
see www.mauipleinairpainting.org.
"Paint the Peninsula" is taking place at Port Angeles,
Washington August 20-27. Please see www.paintthepeninsula.
org.
This is the Sixth Year for the Plein Air Magazine Annual Plein
Air Convention and Expo. The event takes place in San Diego,
CA on April 24 - 28, 2017. Please see www.pleinartconvention.
com for more information. Debra Huse and Mary Pettis will
be invited artists.
From Brent Jensen:
Claude Monet lived in Argenteuil, France when the town
became an important sailing place. Many of his paintings
comprise boat scenes. In addition to painting, viewing
inspiring art work is an important educational opportunity for
all artists. Monet, the Early Years is exhibiting at The Legion of
Honor in San Francisco from February 25 to May 29, 2017. If
you are in San Francisco on Sunday, May 7, join Brent Jensen at
Continued on Page 24

AREA REPRESENTATIVES
Asma North

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Wisconsin, Canada and International
advisor to area representatives

Lois Salmon Toole
lstoole@windstream.net

Asma East

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Sharon Way-Howard

swayhoward@aol.com                       

advisors to area representatives

Bill Schmidt

pleinairbill@aol.com

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Charles Sharpe
csharpetts@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Robert C. Semler
robert@rcsemlerart.com

Asma West

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
FPO and AE

Brent Jensen

brentjensen@me.com

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

Kim Shaklee

Jon Olson

kim@kimshaklee.com

Alan Ryall

alan@alanryall.com

jonlolson@aol.com

Austin Dwyer

aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Grant Saylor
g.saylor@comcast.net
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Regional Reports - continued from Page 23

News From the Fo'c'sle - continued from page 21

10 am to walk through the exhibition together. Tickets are $35.
After, we can have lunch together and discuss the inspiration
of what we experienced in viewing some of the early art work
of Monet. Please email me at brentjensen@me.com so we can
coordinate to see the museum together.

recognition!
Many thanks to ASMA
Honorary Member Russell
Jinishian for the supporting
comments which truly convey
the importance of Chris’s
masterful talents, as being one
of the most important artists of
our times!
A quote from the article
says it all:
For Blossom, counted today
among the greatest marine artists
of his generation, those esteemed
© The Saturday Evening Post
illustrators included his own
late father, David Blossom, grandad Earl Blossom, and a broad circle
of friends whose resonant work resides in museums and prominent
personal collections. “Landing assignments with The Saturday
Evening Post was considered the most prestigious, and winning the
cover was a huge achievement,” Blossom says. “When I was young,
I didn’t realize just how big it was for people of my father’s and
grandfather’s eras. So many of my friends were the children of great
illustrators, and when their parents’ work appeared in the popular
magazines you saw at newsstands, you didn’t think about the fact
that millions of people were seeing those pictures around the world.”
For a compete version of the story, you may see the complete
article at http://www.saturdayeveningpost.com/2017/02/27/
art-entertainment/master-of-the-seascape.html.
The magazine may still be on the newsstand when you
receive this issue.

ASMA East
An event in the East Region is The Bucks County Plein
Air Festival in Newtown, PA, on June 5-11, 2017. Please see
www.BucksCountyPleinAir.org. Also, Plein Air Richmond
in Richmond, VA, takes place June 18-25. Please see www.
pleinairrichmond.com for information.
From ASMA East Representative Sharon Way-Howard:
Here in the east, winter has been relatively mild and quiet,
compared to last year. The quiet part applies to this month's
report as well! I haven't heard any "news" from anyone. I guess
everyone is busy painting away.
I do know that the Coast Guard Excellence Committee met
at the end of January to choose the paintings for this year's
additions to their collection. So far, I haven't heard how many
artists/paintings have been accepted. I do know that the
acceptance ceremony will be held at the Salmagundi Club in
NYC sometime in June. I will keep you posted as I get more
information.
Please contact Sharon with any information that you think
our fellow members would enjoy hearing about - swayhoward@
aol.com. You have plenty of time (2-1/2 months) to get your
information to her before the next report is due on June 1.

COMING in

the SUMMER Issue of the

ASMA ADDRESS
ASMA
P. O. Box 2903
Gainesville, GA 30503

2017 National
Marine Art Conference

ASMA News & Journal Deadlines

DON'T MISS IT

Winter - December 1st
Spring - March 1st
Summer - June 1st
Fall - September 1st

October 19th - October 22nd
Mystic, Connecticut

Look for it in your mailbox, scheduled delivery, mid-July
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With Gratitude
Many thanks to all of our members and faithful ASMA supporters who
generously donated to our annual capital fundraising campaign.
We received $17,670 in donations! Thank you for believing in our mission
and helping the Society to work towards meeting our long-term financial
goals which will help to ensure a lasting future for the Society.

Benefactor - $2500+
Robert Kierlin &
Mary Burrichter
Anonymous Member

Partner - $250+
Del-Bourree Bach
Larry Cannon
Belvin Evans
Anne Brodie Hill
Joan Colt Hooper
Mimi Merton
Leonard Mizerek
William G. Muller
Tom Nielsen
Don Norris
Charles Raskob Robinson
Kim Shaklee
John Stobart
Len F. Tantillo

Patron - $1000+
William A. Doying

Contributor - $100+
Daven Anderson
James Bickford
Mark Beale
Sally Cole
Lisa Egeli
Mary Erickson
Sheri Farabaugh
Nicolas Fox
Jim Griffiths
James D. Iams
Russ Kramer
Robert J. Lagasse
Richard Loud
Don Maitz
Dana Malcolm
Joseph McGlynn
Mary Aspinwall McGlynn
Julia O'Malley-Keyes
Jerry F. Smith
David W. Smith
Brian Stewart
Jeff Woodyard

Sustainer - $500+
Michelle Jung
Ann H. Mohnkern
Charles W. Mundy
Kent Ullberg

Friend - Under $100+
Keith Adams
David Bareford
Pierre Bernay
G. Kenneth Bernhard
William K. Blades
Hiu Lai Chong
Laura Cooper
Priscilla Coote
Janet Erl
Carol Grice-Curran
Carolyn G. Hesse-Low
Paula B. Holtzclaw
Brent Jensen
Michael J. Killelea
Kent Lewis
Dennis Maurer
Mick McAndrews
John Charles Roach
Anthony R. Thompson
Lois Salmon Toole
Anne Tuttle
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ASMA 17th National Exhibition
Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum
St Micheals, MD

Academy Art Museum

Easton, MD • Opening Nights
Artist Susie Anderson next to the beautiful banner at the Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum

Thanks to Christine Diehlmann and Lisa Egeli for the photographs

Fellow Emeritus and Past President, Peter Egeli, speaks to the crowd at the Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum, St Michaels, 17th opening

Opening night at the Academy Art Museum in Easton

Steve Rogers with his painting
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Lisa and Stu Egeli

Artists who attended the St Michaels opening: Peter Egeli, Susie Anderson, Steve Rogers
Christine Diehlmann, Matthew Hillier, Hiu Lai Chong and Lisa Egeli

Overview of the Gallery area

Susie Andeson with her painting

American Society of Marine Artists

5th Annual YMAS National Competition
2017 Young Marine Artist Search (YMAS)
Art Students ages 16 to 23

June 15, 2017 - Deadline to receive National YMAS entries
July 31, 2017 - Notification of selected art by ASMA Jurors

•N
 ational YMAS awards will be announced at the 2017
ASMA National Marine Art Conference in Connecticut
in the Fall of 2017. Award ribbons, certificates, and
scholarship money will be given.
•
 All entries must be original, created by the student
form personal photos or imagination. No Digital art
created on a computer will be accepted. No artwork
that used calendar art or magazine art will be accepted.
Paintings, drawings, sculptures, and ceramics of any
maritime subject will be considered..
•P
 lease see www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
for examples of contemporary marine art.
To Enter the YMAS National Competition:

1. T
 ake a digital photo of the artwork and save it
as a jpeg. Up to two entries per student may be
submitted.
F
 or sculpture, please submit 3 views of each
sculpture.
2. C
 rop the image so that the entire artwork is visible
without extraneous background or framing showing.

T
 he saved image should represent the artwork
exactly.
3. I mage size should be at least 5 “ by 7” at 300 dpi
minimum. The file format must be jpeg (highest
quality, no compression).
4. P
 lease title the jpeg “YourNameTitleofArtwork.jpeg”
(Example: “AnneBrodieHillSailboat.jpeg”)
5. S
 ave your images to a CD and mail (to be received
by June 15, 2017) to:
Anne Brodie Hill, ASMA

7720 Appaloosa Trail

Gainesville, GA 30506

6. P
 lease include this information (printed) with the
CD: (very important!)
• Student’s name, year of birth, grade in school,
mailing address, email, and phone number
• Title of artwork, medium, size, value
• Art Teacher’s name, email address, school name,
school address, and phone number
7. All information given remains private.
Questions - please contact Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com, 770-718-7586
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NOW Available
17th National Exhibition

COLOR
C ATA L O G
140 full-color pages of every work in the Exhibition,
with descriptive text from the artists, illuminating their
inspirations and methods.
8 -1/2" x 11" perfect bound soft cover edition.

Special Member's Price

2295

$

Shipping:

Each + S & H

U.S: 1 copy add $8; 2 add $10; 3 copies add $12; 4-10 add $16
Canada: add $30.00 (depending on quantities - email for quote*)
International: add $35.00; (depending on quantities - email for quote*)
* annebhill@aol.com

Members:
If paying by check, please make out to "ASMA" (Drawn on a US Bank Account) for
$22.95 for one copy plus $8.00 shipping and handling, and please include your
name, shipping address, phone number and email with your check. See above costs
if ordering more than one copy."

If paying by check, please make
payable to

"ASMA"
and mail to:

ASMA 17th National
Color Catalog
P.O. Box 2903
Gainesville, GA 30503

Digital and typographical requirements for the ASMA News & Journal
Shown below are the specifications required for both digital and scanned photographs submitted for publication and also
the requirements for written articles. Text requirements have been pretty much resolved regarding PC and Mac computer
system compatibility. However, there is a real concern over photographs submitted. Hopefully this will explain what is
required when anything is submitted to the N&J for consideration.
First and most important: The ASMA News & Journal is assembled and edited utilizing a Mac computer operating and
scanning system. Some PC software is not compatible. The publication is produced with Adobe InDesign software.

Specs:

Images: All images submitted should be • 300 dpi resolution (print image specs) • JPG format • RGB color and
approximately 4" x 6" (1200 x 1800 pixels) in size, unless otherwise requested. Members using camera images, and cannot
obtain a setting of 300 dpi, (standard cameras use 72 web resolution) should send the largest size the camera will allow.
Most cameras today allow for adjusting sizes. Members using Adobe Photoshop should be able to adjust those images,
but if not I can, as long as they are large enough. Large images can be downsized but small images cannot be enlarged.
Images may be emailed in single or multiple mailings as long as each mailing does not exceed 10MB of memory.
Articles: All articles and written material should be sent in one of two formats... Microsoft Word or plain text. They
should be written in paragraph form with no fancy formatting, such as tabs, columns, double spacing, etc. I format
articles to the specifications of my InDesign template. Having fancy formats submitted only adds considerable time
and effort for me to "undo" them first and then re-format them for my templates.
PDFs: Those members who are capable of producing professional PDF format documents may send them, however,
they must be press quality so that they may be adjusted for size and print. If submitting PDFs they will also be
subject to approval before acceptance is assured so that they may be resized as needed.
Any questions and/or material may be sent to your editor at: robert@rcsemlerart.com. And please adhere to deadlines.
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